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Executive Summary
Recent planning studies and long-range transportation plans have identified a need
for additional park and ride lot capacity within the Fredericksburg Area
Metropolitan Planning Organization’s (FAMPO) region. This study sought to
identify locations in the region to be pursued as potential park and ride locations and
develop park and ride lot concept plans for each. A total of seven “nodes” were
indentified throughout the region where additional parking needs were
demonstrated. They are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Garrisonville Road (Route 610) and Interstate 95
Jackson Gateway area in Massaponax
Celebrate Virginia Interchange
Fredericksburg VRE Station area
Potential new Crossroads VRE Station area in Spotsylvania County
Route 3 East
Courthouse Road (Route 630) and Interstate 95

This study involved two discrete evaluations. First, a Tier 1 analysis screened
potential locations for use as a park and ride facility. This screening rated each
location based on characteristics important to a successful park and ride lot. The
following characteristics were used as guidance when rating individual parcels as
potential park and ride locations:






Proximity to the Interstate and other primary roadways
Proximity to public transportation
Property ownership
Ability for future expansion or consolidation with other existing park and
ride lots
Presence of environmental features that would make parcel development
difficult.

Based on the numerical ratings for each parcel, and feedback from the FAMPO
Technical Committee a decision about parcels that should be moved forward into the
Tier 2 analysis was made. The following are the results of the Tier 1 analysis and the
parcels that were selected for Tier 2 analysis.

Node 1 – Garrisonville Road
This location has a recommended space need of 3,650 parking spaces. This space
need was supposed to be addressed by the I-95 HOT lane project, which would
construct 1,050 spaces. Difficulties in moving that project forward have delayed the
construction of the lanes as well as any of the additional facilities. Parking needs still
exist and a single location was identified in Tier 1 for Tier 2 analysis. Three parcels
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were selected; 21 65F, 21 65J, and 21 8G . These three parcels had been identified as
part of the HOT lanes project.

Node 2 – Jackson Gateway
This location, near Massaponax and the new U.S. 17 interchange, has a space need of
1,200 spaces. Three parcels scored within four points of one another, and based on
discussions with the Technical Committee parcels “35-A-91C” and “35-A-89B” were
selected for Tier 2 analysis.

Node 3 – Celebrate Virginia
This node, located near Route 3 in Spotsylvania County, was estimated to need 1,100
additional parking spaces. Based on the initial scoring system, the Celebrate Virginia
parcels scored highest. It was recommended after discussions with the Technical
Committee to consider parcels near Route 3 and Gordon Road. This lot would be
adjacent to an existing lot located along Route 3. The second lot selected for Tier 2
analysis is the existing Salem Road park and ride. This location was not studied as
part of the Tier 1 analysis, but was moved into Tier 2 to review the feasibility of
converting the surface lot into a structured parking facility.

Node 4 – Fredericksburg VRE Station
Node 4, in Downtown Fredericksburg, would provide additional parking associated
with the VRE commuter train service. This location was forecasted to need 800
additional spaces. The downtown area presented numerous challenges to selecting a
parcel due to concerns related to additional traffic in the surrounding residential
neighborhoods and the architectural character of the downtown area. One parcel was
identified as a potential concept location for added park and ride capacity. The
location is an existing surface lot with a secondary gravel parking area. The parcel
was selected for Tier 2 analysis to review feasibility of placing structured parking on
the parcel.

Node 5 – Crossroads VRE
This location is proposed as the site of a new VRE station in Spotsylvania County.
Two sites were looked at in the Tier 1 analysis and both rated equally. It was
recommended that whichever parcel gets selected for the station location also is used
as the location for a future park and ride lot.

Node 6 – Route 3 East
This node was identified to replace capacity for a commercial parking lot being
shared as a park and ride. The need for this location was determined to be 500
spaces. Two parcels were identified for concept development. The first parcel is near
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the location of the former park and ride, 58-9E. The second parcel was closer to the
intersection of the business and bypass Route 3 interchange, 58-4. The parcel
presented numerous environmental constraints and may require a structure.

Node 7 – Courthouse Road
Node 7 was added to provide a location for the approximately 2,700 spaces that
could not be accommodated at Node 1. Node 1 was estimated to need 3,650 spaces,
but the concept developed could at most provide around 1,000. It was determined
that the remainder should be located around the Courthouse Road interchange. The
existing interchange is planned for reconstruction. The exact design was not known
at the time concepts were developed, but the most likely design was used to
determine location constraints. Two locations were identified for concept
development. The first location consisted of a group of parcels along what will
become the old Route 630. The second location consisted of two parcels. The first
parcel is an existing park and ride, located near the existing interchange, and the
second will fall southwest of the future interchange, parcels 29-80 and 29-80B.
All of these parcels will be moved into Tier 2 analysis. This will entail a more
thorough analysis of the environmental constraints for development as a park and
ride. In addition, concepts for park and ride layout will be developed. This will
provide a basis for the number of spaces possible at each location and a more refined
cost estimate. This information will be used for future planning and programming of
transportation projects in the FAMPO region.
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Introduction
A Transit/Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Study of the I-95/I-395
corridor (January 2008) identified a need for significant additional park and ride lot
capacity in the corridor, including within the FAMPO region. In addition, as part of
the HOT lane project, Fluor-Transurban had committed to construction of 3,000 new
park and ride lot spaces in the corridor. 1,050 of these new spaces were to be located
near the Garrisonville Road/I-95 interchange and 300 new spaces were to be located
in the Massaponax area. Beyond this specific commitment to 3,000 spaces, FluorTransurban would have allocated $195 million to the region to be used for transit and
TDM (including park and ride lots) projects and support. Unfortunately, the HOT
lane project has been stalled due to funding and community concerns. Those sites
that had been identified for park and ride facilities as part of the HOT lane project
have been included in this study.
This study seeks to identify locations that the region can pursue as park and ride lots.
These locations should allow for the consolidation of existing facilities while also
allowing for future growth. The general approach to this study will be to perform a
higher level screening of potential park and ride lot locations initially (Tier 1), which
will be followed by a more detailed evaluation of the most promising lot locations
(Tier 2) at each of the following seven “nodes” (Figure 1):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Garrisonville Road (Rt. 610)
near I-95 interchange
Jackson Gateway area in
Massaponax
Celebrate Virginia
Interchange
Fredericksburg VRE station
area
Potential new Crossroads
VRE station area in
Spotsylvania County
Route 3 East
Route 630 – Courthouse Road

Figure 1: Park and Ride Nodes

These nodes were selected based on
locations identified in the Regional
Constrained Long-Range
Transportation Plan (CLRP). Each
node has a number of spaces required
to meet projected demand. Node 6
was added to the study to identify
locations to replace parking lost
because commuter parking at the
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current location is being discontinued. This location will also satisfy
recommendations in the CLRP for parking near King George County along Route 3.
Node 7 was added because a suitable location to accommodate the recommended
number of spaces at Node 1 could not be found. This node will help to disperse the
demand for parking associated with Node 1.

Tier 1 Evaluation Methodology
In order to allow for an objective evaluation of different properties as part of the Tier
1 analysis, a ranking system was developed. This ranking system assigns a point
value to each property in a number of key categories pertaining to site characteristics
associated with a desirable park and ride lot location. The criteria (see Table 1) are
designed to evaluate characteristics such as proximity to major roads and/or transit,
potential number of parking spaces that can be accommodated, as well as
environmental impacts. After assigning individual point values to each parcel or
group of parcels, a ranking of the parcels can be made. This ranking will be used to
help determine which parcels should be selected to be part of the Tier 2 analysis.
Table 1: Tier 1 Parcel Ranking Scheme

Category
TRANSPORTATION
Proximity/Accessibility to I-95 Interchanges and HOT Lanes
Proximity/Accessibility to Primary Roadways
Accessibility to Mass Transit
SIZE AND LAND USE
Public vs. Private Ownership
Potential for Consolidation with Existing Lots
Opportunity for Future Expansion
ENVIRONMENTAL
No Wetlands Presence
Not Located in a Floodplain
No RPA Presence
Desirable Topography
TOTAL
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Points
70
30
30
10
10
2
4
4
20
6
6
6
2
100

Tables 2, 3, and 4 below show a breakdown of how points are assigned to an
individual parcel for each specific category. While the scoring system is designed to
allow for an objective comparison of individual parcels, it’s important to note that
some level of subjectivity is used in determining whether a parcel gets five points or
ten points in a particular category. The screening process in Tier 1 is designed to
determine which parcels should be moved forward to Tier 2 analysis. It is during the
Tier 2 analysis that more time and energy will be spent analyzing the “finer”
characteristics of each parcel when determining whether it is feasible as a park and
ride location.
While cost is not part of the Tier 1 ranking system, it is important to consider. Costs
were estimated for each of the parcels analyzed as part of Tier 1. The cost estimates
are general and do not account for different levels of site work that may be required.
The cost assumes a dollar amount per parking space (surface and structured), which
is added to the assessed value of the property.
The more detailed construction cost estimates to be developed in Tier 2 will include
the capital cost associated with implementing an advanced parking management
system, which will assume an added cost of $300,000 per lot to implement such a
system.
A unit cost per space figure is also produced (surface and structure) based on the
total estimated cost. This figure allows for a parcel to parcel comparison regardless of
the size of the parcel.
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Table 2: Point Breakdown for Transportation Categories

Category
Proximity/Accessibility to I-95 Interchanges and HOT
Closest Parcel(s) to I-95 Interchange

Points
Lanes1

Decisions about which parcels get 20, 15, or 10 will
depend on their relative proximity and estimated
travel time to the closest I-95 interchange.
Parcel is not currently adjacent to an existing or
planned roadway
Proximity/Accessibility to Primary Roadways1
Parcel is adjacent to an arterial
Parcel is located along a road that connects to an
arterial and is less than ½ Mile from the arterial
Parcel is located along a road that connects to an
arterial but less than 1 Mile from the arterial
Parcel is located along a road that doesn’t connect
directly to an arterial
Parcel is not currently accessible to an existing road
Accessibility to Mass Transit
Parcel is adjacent or within ¼ Mile to an existing
transit route
Parcel is within ¼ to 1 Mile of an existing transit route
Parcel is located greater that 1 Mile from an existing
transit route

30
20
15
10
5
30
20
15
10
5
10
5
0


1 This category will also assess a parcel’s ability to be included into VDOT’s growing ITS infrastructure. VDOT has plans

to lay fiber optic cable along the Commonwealth’s interstates and Primary roadways. This system is designed to
increase communication capabilities along these corridors thus enhancing the ability to provide information to
motorists. Locating a park and ride facility close to this infrastructure would allow the lot to access the technology.
This technology could be tied into an Advanced Parking Management System that would notify motorists about lot
capacities.
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Table 3: Point Breakdown of Size and Land Use Categories

Category
Public vs. Private Ownership
Publicly Owned
Privately Owned
Potential for Consolidation with Existing Lots
Adjacent to existing Park and Ride
Not Adjacent to existing Park and Ride
Opportunity for Future Expansion
Parcel can accommodate more parking spaces than
required for the node using a surface lot
Parcel can accommodate more parking spaces than
required for the node using a structure
Parcel cannot accommodate more parking spaced
than required for the node

Points
2
0
4
0
4
2
0

Table 4: Point Breakdown of Environmental Categories

Category
No Wetlands Presence
No Wetlands
25% or less of the parcel is covered by Wetlands
More than 25% of the parcel is covered by Wetlands
Not Located in a Floodplain
No Floodplain
25% or less of the parcel is covered by Floodplain
More than 25% of the parcel is covered by Floodplain
No RPA Presence
No RPA
25% or less of the parcel is covered by RPA
More than 25% of the parcel is covered by RPA
Desirable Topography
No extreme topography issues
Extreme topography issues
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Points
6
3
0
6
3
0
6
3
0
2
0

Node 1 – Garrisonville Road
Node 1 is the interchange of Interstate 95 and Route 610-Garrisonville Road in
northern Stafford County. Node 1 has a parking space requirement of 3,650 spaces
based on analysis done by FAMPO. The location was originally supposed to have
1,050 spaces constructed by Fluor-Transurban as part of the I-95/395 HOT lane
project. This lot is now under question because of the issues associated with the HOT
lane project mentioned above. Therefore, it is assumed that this analysis should
identify parking for the entire 3,650 spaces recommended. Eleven potential parcels
were identified for the Tier 1 analysis, many in coordination with Stafford County
staff (Figure 2). Table 5 below lists the parcels that were selected and their land area2.
Figure 3 shows the current zoning classifications of the parcels being considered for a
park and ride site.

Table 5: Node 1 Parcels
Parcel ID

Land Area (Acres)

20-79

7.18

20-86B

6.08

20-127

12.98

20-130

44.39

21-57B

15.19

21-65

91.07

21-65F

8.55

21-65J

1.76

21-8G

0.55

30-7H

29.72

NE Interchange

2.80


2 11 parcels have been selected for Node 1. Parcel “21-65F” has two parcels (“21-65J” & “21-8G”) added as part of the

analysis because the number of potential surface spaces associated with “21-65F” was too low. These three parcels
will be analyzed and ranked together, therefore reducing 11 selected parcels to nine ranked parcels.
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Parcel 20-79 (Figures 4-6)
This parcel is located within close proximity of Route 610-Garrisonville Road. The
parcel fronts to Onville Road on the west and Worth Avenue to the south.
Surrounding land uses are suburban commercial to the south east and suburban
residential to the north. The property does currently have two residential structures.
The future land use plan shows the parcel split between “Urban Residential” and
“Urban Commercial”. The parcel could potentially accommodate 718 surface spaces
based on an estimate of 100 spaces per acre. A parking structure conforming to the
height requirements of the existing R1-Suburban Residential zoning would provide
1,436 parking spaces based on a two-story structure. The following pros and cons
were determined based on a review of the parcel as a potential park and ride
location.

Pros





Close proximity to existing FRED route
Not located within a floodplain
No presence of a RPA
Within ½ Mile of Garrisonville Road

Cons
 Further than 1 Mile away from the I-95 interchange
 Privately owned
 Cannot be consolidated with an existing park and ride
lot
 Presence of a wetland on a portion of parcel
 Topography is not desirable
 No opportunity for expansion

Parcel 20-86B (Figures 4-6)
This parcel is located directly west of parcel “20-79”. The parcel is within close
proximity of Route 610 and fronts to Onville Road. The property has no existing
structures. Surrounding uses consist of higher-density residential and office. While
the property is currently zoned R1-Suburban Residential, the parcel is classified as
Urban Residential in the future land use plan. It is estimated that the property could
support 608 surface spaces. Based on the existing zoning and building height
requirements for the R1 classification, a two-story structure could be built and would
provide approximately 1,216 parking spaces. A review of the property as a potential
park and ride location has yielded the following pros and cons.
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Pros






Close proximity to existing FRED route
Not located within a floodplain
No presence of a RPA
Desirable topography
Within ½ Mile of Garrisonville Road

Cons
 Further than 1 Mile away from the I-95 interchange
 Privately owned
 Cannot be consolidated with an existing park and ride
lot
 Presence of a wetland on a portion of the parcel
 No opportunity for expansion

Parcel 20-127 (Figures 4-6)
Parcel “20-127” fronts to Route 610-Garrisonville Road on its northern boundary. The
property does have a residential structure, and the majority of the parcel is wooded.
The property is surrounded by primarily residential uses on its western and southern
boundaries. The eastern boundary abuts to parcel “20-130”, which is also being
considered as a potential site. Currently the parcel is zoned Suburban Residential,
but future land use plans have a portion of the property closest to Route 610
transitioning to Suburban Commercial. It is estimated that this parcel could
accommodate 1,298 surface spaces. Using the height requirement for structures listed
in the zoning ordinance, the property could have a two-story structure built that
would house 2,596 parking spaces. A review of parcel “20-127” revealed the
following pros and cons.
Pros








Abuts primary road (Route 610)
Close proximity to existing FRED route
Not located within a floodplain
No presence of a RPA
No presence of wetlands
Desirable topography
Expansion is possible if a structure is used

Cons
 Further than 1 Mile away from the I-95 interchange
 Privately owned
 Cannot be consolidated with an existing park and ride
lot
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Parcel 20-130 (Figures 4-6)
This property is located immediately east of parcel “20-127” and fronts to Route 610Garrisonville Road on its northern boundary. Parcel “20-130” is approximately 44
acres, making it one of the larger parcels considered for this analysis. There is an
existing structure located on the property near its northern property line. The
property is primarily surrounded by residential land uses with a small commercial
development located northeast of “20-130”. The parcel is currently zoned R1Suburban Residential, and similar to “20-127” is proposed as Suburban Commercial
on the northern half of the property according to the future land use plan. Parcel “20130” can accommodate an estimated 4,439 surface spaces. This well exceeds the
recommended 3,650 for Node 1. Based on the current zoning a two-story parking
structure could be built. This would reduce the footprint of any park and ride and
not consume as much land. It would also allow for future expansion as need grows.
Constructing a structure to accommodate all 3,650 spaces would only require
approximately 18 acres, or 41 percent of the parcel’s land area. A review of this parcel
generated the following pros and cons.

Pros






Abuts primary road (Route 610)
Close proximity to existing FRED route
Not located within a floodplain
No presence of wetlands
Opportunities for expansion if either a surface lot or
parking structure is built

Cons
 Further than 1 Mile away from the I-95 interchange
 Privately owned
 Cannot be consolidated with an existing park and ride
lot
 Presence of a RPA on a portion of the parcel
 Topography is not desirable
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Parcel 21-57B (Figures 7-9)
Parcel “21-57B” is located within close proximity to the I-95 interchange. The parcel
fronts to Route 1-Jefferson Davis Highway on its eastern boundary. The property has
residential uses to the south and north and commercial uses to the northeast. The
parcel itself is zoned B2-Urban Commercial, and according to the future land use
plan is proposed to remain Urban Commercial. The property does contain a number
of structures that are classified as Commercial according to existing GIS files. It is
estimated that the property could support 1,519 surface spaces. This estimate does
account for the “tail” that is included as part of the parcel to the southwest. The
existing zoning ordinance building height for Urban Commercial of 65 feet would
allow for a parking structure that could contain five floors. Using the recommended
3,650 spaces as the maximum requirement would result in a structure that would
only need to use approximately six acres of land. This would allow for less land
consumption and future expansion. These are the pros and cons of parcel “21-57B”
after the Tier 1 review.

Pros






Cons
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Close to the I-95 interchange
Abuts primary road (Route 1)
No presence of wetlands
No presence of RPA
Opportunity for expansion if a parking structure is
used

Presence of a floodplain on a portion of the parcel
Not currently accessible using public transportation
Topography not desirable
Privately owned
Cannot be consolidated with an existing park and ride
lot
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NE Quadrant (Figures 7-9)
This parcel is the closest to the I-95 interchange, however there are challenges in
providing access to the parcel because of the location inside the exit ramp from I-95
North to Route 610 westbound. This parcel is one of the smallest, providing only 280
surface parking spaces. It is unclear if a structure would be allowed at this location,
which would dramatically limit the ability to provide a significant number of 3,650
recommended spaces. There has been discussion of a potential bus-rapid transit line
that would utilize the proposed HOT lanes, and this location would be ideal to
accessing the BRT as a potential station. The following pros and cons were
determined based on this analyzing this parcel as a park and ride site.

Pros







Immediate proximity to I-95
Close proximity to existing FRED route
Publicly owned
No presence of wetlands
No presence of RPA
Not located within a floodplain

Cons
 Access to a primary road is limited because of location
 Topography not desirable
 Cannot be consolidated with an existing park and ride
lot.
 Does not allow for future expansion.
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Parcel 21-65 (Figures 10 – 12)
Parcel “21-65” is the largest parcel being considered for the Node 1 park and ride lot.
Located along Route 1-Jefferson Davis Highway near the intersection of Route 1 and
Woodstock Lane, this parcel presents access issues because it doesn’t front to Route
1. The property, zoned R2-Urban Residential Medium Density, has residential uses at
both the northernmost and southernmost ends and a commercial use to the east
along Route 1. The biggest challenges to this parcel are environmental. Almost the
entire parcel is covered by a combination of wetlands, floodplains, or RPAs. The
parcel would accommodate approximately 9,000 surface spaces if the entire site
could be used. The Stafford County zoning ordinance allows a variety of building
heights under this classification depending on the building type. Assuming the
tallest height allowed, a parking structure for 3,650 spaces would require a footprint
of roughly 12 acres. This size structure would occupy 13 percent of the parcel’s 91
acres. The following pros and cons are based on a review of the parcel as a potential
site for a park and ride.

Pros
 Opportunity for future expansion
 Desirable topography
Cons
 Access issues because property does not front to an
existing roadway
 Presence of a floodplain on more than 25 percent of the
parcel
 Presence of wetlands on more than 25 percent of the
parcel
 Presence of a RPA on more than 25 percent of the
parcel
 Privately owned
 Not currently accessible using public transportation
 Cannot be consolidated with an existing park and ride
lot
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Parcel 25-65F (Figures 13 – 15)
This property is actually three different parcels being considered as one. Parcels “2565F”, “21-65J”, and “21-8G” are being rated as one parcel. They are located near the
intersection of Doc Stone Road, Juggins Road, and Moncure Lane. The parcels are all
currently publicly owned and are located immediately north of a neighboring park
and ride lot. This location was the location being considered by Fluor TransUrban as
part of the HOT lane project. The parcels are surrounded by a combination of higher
density residential, commercial and a park and ride lot. The parcels are all currently
zoned R3-Urban Residential High Density, and based on the future land use plan are
classified as a combination of institutional and high density residential. Preliminary
estimates have 1,060 surface spaces. The County zoning code for R3 allows a
maximum building height of 65 feet for a multi-family structure. This would equal a
five-story parking structure. The structure would need to occupy 7.3 acres in order to
accommodate all 3,650 spaces. This would mean that parcels “21-65J” and “21-8G”
would not be necessary. This is important because “21-65J” does have a water tower
and would pose a challenge to siting a structure. A review of these parcels as a
potential park and ride yield the following pros and cons.

Pros
 Located in close proximity to a primary road (Route
610)
 Located within 1 Mile of an interstate interchange
 Close proximity to an existing FRED route
 Ability to consolidate with an existing park and ride lot
 Publicly owned
 No presence of wetlands
 No presence of floodplain
 No presence of RPA
 Desirable topography
 Opportunity for expansion if a structure is built
Cons
 None
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Parcel 30-7H (Figures 16 – 18)
This parcel is the southernmost parcel, located along Route 1-Jefferson Davis
Highway near the intersection with Forreston Woods Drive. This parcel is
surrounded by commercial uses and is currently zoned B2-Urban Commercial. Based
on the size of the parcel it is estimated that 2,972 surface spaces could be
accommodated. Using the building height allowed in the zoning ordinance of 65 feet,
a structure of five stories could be built. This would require 7.3 acres of land, 25
percent of the entire parcels area. Therefore, this parcel could accommodate
expansion based on the use of a structure. A review of the parcel as a potential park
and ride lot revealed the following pros and cons.

Pros





Immediate access to a primary road (Route 1)
Within 1 Mile of an interstate interchange
Close proximity to an existing FRED route
Opportunity for future expansion if a parking structure
is built
 Desirable topography

Cons
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Presence of a RPA
Presence of a floodplain
Presence of wetlands on greater than 25 percent of the
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Node 1 Evaluation Results
Based on a review of the rankings associated with Node 1, as shown in Table 6, four
parcels have similar high scores. Parcels “21-65F”, “30-7H”, “20-127” and “21-57B”
all have a point value of 72 or 73. All of these parcels have relatively good access to
both I-95 and primary roads. None of these parcels can accommodate the full 3,650
spaces on a surface lot, but each one could accommodate the full 3,650 spaces in a
structure.
Stafford County has identified Parcel “21-65F” as a preferred parcel and, in fact, the
“21-65F” grouping including Parcels “21-65J” and “21-8G” has moved into Tier 2
evaluation. Assuming that a new surface lot at this location moves forward to
implementation, the remaining spaces required for this node could be
accommodated in surface parking on Parcel “30-7H”.
Tables 7 and 8 below contain cost information associated with the Node 1 parcels.
Costs are provided for both surface and structured lots. It is important to note that
these construction costs are based on planning level estimates of $5,000/space for
surface and $15,000/space for structured parking. More detailed construction cost
estimates will be produced as part of a Tier 2 evaluation and these planning level
estimates could prove to be either higher or lower than the actual cost estimates.
Parcel “30-7H” has the lowest cost per surface space at approximately $6,000/space,
while Parcel “21-57B” would have the highest at $7,500/space. The estimated costs
per space for structured parking are approximately the same for all four of the top
rated parcels.
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Table 6: Tier 1 Ranking of Node 1 - Garrisonville Road Parcels
20-127

20-130

20-86B

20-79

21-65F

21-65

21-57B

30-7H

NE
IntChg.
Quadrant

10

10

10

10

15

5

20

20

30

30

30

20

20

20

5

30

30

5

10

10

10

10

10

0

5

10

10

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

2

4

0

0

2

4

2

4

0

Wetlands Presence (6)

6

6

3

3

6

0

6

0

6

Location in Floodplain
(6)

6

6

6

6

6

0

3

3

6

RPA Presence (6)

6

3

6

6

6

0

6

3

6

Desirable Topography
(2)

2

0

2

0

2

2

0

2

0

TOTAL

72

69

57

55

73

16

72

72

65

PARCEL
TRANSPORTATION (60)
Proximity/Accessibility
to I-95 Interchanges
and HOT Lanes (30)
Proximity/Accessibility
to Primary Roadways
(30)
Accessibility to Mass
Transit (10)
SIZE AND LAND USE (10)
Public vs. Private
Ownership (2)
Potential for
Consolidation with
Existing Lots (4)
Opportunity for Future
Expansion (4)
ENVIRONMENTAL (20)
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Parcel

Table 7: Estimated Costs Associated with Park and Rides at Node 1
Potential
Number of
Assessed
Spaces
Construction
Construction
Property
Surface and
Cost
Cost
Total Cost
3
4
5
6
Value
(Structured)
(Surface)
(Structure)
(Surface)

20-79

$ 1,418,600

718
(2,154)

$ 3,590,000

$ 32,310,000

$ 5,008,600

$ 33,728,600

20-86B

$ 584,700

608
(1,824)

$ 3,040,000

$ 27,360,000

$ 3,624,700

$ 27,944,700

20-127

$ 2,148,500

1,298
(3,650)

$ 6,490,000

$ 54,750,000

$ 8,638,500

$ 56,898,500

20-130

$ 7,917,200

4,439
(3,650)

$ 18,250,000

$ 54,750,000

$ 26,167,200

$ 62,667,200

21-57B

$ 3,862,800

1,519
(3,650)

$ 7,595,000

$ 54,750,000

$ 11,457,800

$ 58,612,800

21-65

$ 91,600

9,107
(3,650)

$ 18,250,000

$ 54,750,000

$ 18,341,600

$ 54,841,600

21-65F7

$ 3,052,100

1,278
(3,650)

$ 6,390,000

$ 54,750,000

$ 9,442,100

$ 57,802,100

30-7H

$ 3,019,600

2,972
(3,650)

$ 14,860,000

$ 54,750,000

$ 17,879,600

$ 57,769,600

NE
Interchange

$ 3,558,7058

280
(Unknown)

$ 1,400,000

Unknown

$ 4,958,705

Unknown

Total Cost
(Structure)


3 Assessed property values have been gathered from the Stafford County online real estate information database

http://staffordvapropertymax.governmaxa.com/propertymax/.
4 Estimated number of surface spaces based on each parcel’s total land area multiplied by a figure of 100 spaces per

acre. The estimated number of structured spaces is computed using the maximum height allowed for a structure in
the jurisdiction’s zoning code for each parcel and an assumption of 12 feet per parking structure floor height is used to
obtain a maximum number of allowable floors. The figure is either the maximum allowed parking using a structure
conforming to zoning code or the 3,650 spaces recommended for this node.
5 Construction cost uses the potential number of spaces times a per space construction cost of $5000 unless the potential

number of spaces was greater than the number of spaces desired for each node.
6 Construction cost uses the potential number of spaces times a per space construction cost of $15,000.
7 Parcel 21-65F also includes figures associated with parcels 21-65J and 21-8G.
8 Land value computed using average cost per acre of surrounding parcels.
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Table 8: Comparative Cost Analysis of Node 1 Parcels
Assessed
Cost per
Cost per
Land Value
Space
Space
Parcel
per Acre
(Surface)9
(Structure)10
20-79

$ 197,577

$ 6,976

$ 15,659

20-86B

$ 96,168

$ 5,962

$ 15,321

20-127

$ 165,524

$ 6,655

$ 15,589

20-130

$ 178,355

$ 7,169

$ 17,169

21-57B

$ 254,299

$ 7,543

$ 16,058

21-65

$ 1,006

$ 5,025

$ 15,025

21-65F

$ 238,818

$ 7,388

$ 15,836

30-7H

$ 101,602

$ 6,016

$ 15,827

NE
Interchange

$ 1,270,966

$ 17,710

Unknown


9 Cost per Space (Surface) figure is calculated using the Total Cost (Surface) divided by the recommended number of

spaces if the parcel can accommodate that number or more. If the parcel cannot accommodate that number of space
then the total cost is divided by the estimated number of spaces that are allowed based on size requirements.
10 Cost per Space (Structure) is calculated using the Total Cost (Structure) divided by the number of spaces provided by

the structure for each parcel.
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Node 2 – Jackson Gateway
The Jackson Gateway node is located in Massaponax, south of the City of
Fredericksburg in Spotsylvania County. This area was slated to have 300 spaces
constructed as part of the I-95 HOT lane project. Due to the uncertainty of that
project at present, the 300 spaces will be included as part of the overall need of 1,200
parking spaces for this node. Parcels were selected for Tier 1 review in consultation
with Spotsylvania County staff. Table 9 shows the twelve parcels were selected for
review in the Tier 1 analysis (Figure 19).
Table 9: Node 2 Parcels
Parcel ID

Land Area (Acres)

35-A-89B

11.45

35-A-89-

6.84

35-A-91C

3.06

36-2-2-

155.10

36-2-2A

59.53

36-A-43J

5.06

50-A-1-

80.74

50-A-1B

4.71

50-A-1C

3.50

50-A-1D

72.84

50-A-112-

76.82

50-A-113-

101.55

Parcel “35-A-89” was the parcel selected by Fluor Transurban to provide the 300
spaces they agreed to at Massaponax. Due to the unknown future of the HOT lane
project at present, the 300 spaces promised by the project were included in the total
needed for this node. Another unknown that could impact the choice of parcels for a
park and ride here is the design of the future interchange. Depending on the design
of the interchange, some of the parcels selected for evaluation could become “locked”
within the interchange and present access challenges.
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Parcel 35-A-89B (Figures 21 – 23)
This parcel is located along U.S. Route 1 – Jefferson Davis Highway and just south of
Commonwealth Drive. The property is currently surrounded by commercial uses
and other vacant properties. This parcel is zoned C3-General Commercial. Based on
preliminary estimates the property could support 1,145 surface spaces, just shy of the
1,200 spaces recommended for this node. According to the Spotsylvania zoning
ordinance, the C3 zoning classification allows for a maximum structure height of 75
feet. This would equal a six-story parking structure that could easily accommodate
1,200 spaces on this parcel. In fact, only two acres would be needed to support the
footprint of a six-story parking structure with 1,200 spaces. This would require only
17 percent of the available land, allowing for future expansion or a shorter structure.
A review of this parcel as a potential park and ride site yielded the following pros
and cons.

Pros
 Parcel abuts primary roadway (Route 1)
 Parcel is within 1 Mile of a potential interstate
interchange
 Parcel would allow for expansion if a structure was
built
 No presence of wetlands
 No presence of a floodplain
 No presence of a RPA
 Desirable topography
Cons
 Parcel is not currently accessible by public transit
 Privately owned
 No potential for consolidation with other existing park
and ride lots

Parcel 35-A-89 (Figures 21 – 23)
Parcel “35-A-89” is located just north of parcel “35-A-89B” on U.S. Route 1. Similar to
the above parcel it is surrounded by a combination of commercial and vacant land.
The northwest corner of the parcel does touch an area that is classified as residential
based on the zoning map, but there are no residential units near this parcel currently.
The size of the parcel is a limitation, providing space for only 684 surface spaces. The
allowable structure height based on the current zoning would allow for a six-story
parking structure. This size structure could provide the 1,200 recommended parking
spaces using only 30 percent of the available land. Similar to “35-A-89B”, this parcel
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could allow for future expansion or a less intense structure that would still provide
the 1,200 spaces needed. The following pros and cons were determined based on a
review of this parcel as a potential park and ride location.

Pros
 Parcel abuts primary roadway (Route 1)
 Parcel is within 1 Mile of a potential interstate
interchange
 Parcel would allow for expansion if a structure was
built
 No presence of wetlands
 Desirable topography
Cons
 Presence of a floodplain that occupies more than 25
percent of the parcel’s land area
 Presence of a RPA that occupies more than 25 percent
of the parcel’s land area
 Parcel is not currently accessible by public transit
 Privately owned
 No potential for consolidation with other existing park
and ride lots

Parcel 35-A-91C (Figures 21 – 23)
This property is located along U.S. Route 1 – Jefferson Davis Highway just south of
Filter Lane. The property is zoned industrial and is surrounding by industrial,
commercial, and vacant land uses. As the smallest parcel being reviewed for this
node, parcel “35-A-91C” can only support 306 surface spaces. Its zoning classification
would allow for a six-story structure that could accommodate the recommended
1,200 spaces. This type of structure would require more than half of the available
land. A review of this parcel as a potential park and ride lot has produced the
following pros and cons.
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Pros
 Parcel abuts primary roadway (Route 1)
 Parcel is within 1 Mile of a potential interstate
interchange
 Parcel would allow for expansion if a structure was
built
 No presence of wetlands
 No presence of a floodplain
 No presence of a RPA
 Desirable topography
Cons
 Parcel is not currently accessible by public transit
 Privately owned
 No potential for consolidation with other existing park
and ride lots
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Parcel 36-2-2 (Figures 24 – 26)
This parcel, one of the largest, is located to the east of Interstate 95 and south of Mills
Drive. This parcel is currently vacant, and is zoned I2-Medium and Heavy Industrial.
The property is surrounded by other vacant land except near its northeast boundary
where there are existing industrial sites. The parcel is located where a proposed
interchange on I-95 would be constructed to connect to U.S. Route 17 East. The
location of this interchange would create challenges in how this parcel would be
accessed as a potential park and ride. There is more than enough land to
accommodate the 1,200 recommended spaces as a surface lot. The zoning code would
allow for a three-story structure and require only 3 acres of the roughly 155 of the
parcel’s total acreage. The following pros and cons are based on a review of the
parcel as a potential park and ride lot.

Pros
 Parcel is large enough to accommodate future
expansion as either a surface lot or parking structure
 No presence of a floodplain
Cons
 Location of this parcel within the future I-95
interchange would limit accessibility to either the
interchange or the new bypass road
 Parcel is not currently accessible by public transit
 Privately owned
 No potential for consolidation with other existing park
and ride lots
 Presence of wetlands on the parcel
 Presence of a RPA on the parcel
 Undesirable topography

Parcel 36-A-43J (Figures 24 – 26)
This parcel is located east of parcel “36-2-2”, south of the existing industrial sites.
Similarly, it is surrounded by primarily vacant land, most of which is zoned
industrial. The parcel is not currently accessible by any existing roads and it is not
located along the proposed future interchange and bypass road. An extension of
Northeast Drive would be needed to provide access to this site. As a surface lot this
parcel could provide 506 spaces. Constructing a structure on the property would
provide all 1,200 spaces recommended and either leave room for additional capacity
or allow for a shorter structure. The following are pros and cons determined through
a review of this parcel as a potential park and ride.
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Pros
 Parcel would allow for expansion if a structure was
built
 No presence of a floodplain
Cons
 Parcel is land-locked with no current or proposed
access
 Parcel is not currently accessible by public transit
 Privately owned
 No potential for consolidation with other existing park
and ride lots
 Presence of wetlands on the parcel
 Presence of a RPA on more than 25 percent of the
parcel’s land area
 Undesirable topography

Parcel 36-2-2A (Figures 24 – 26)
Parcel “36-2-2A” is located along the southeast border of parcel “36-2-2”. This
property is not currently accessibly by any existing roads but would abut with the
new bypass road as part of the future interchange. Its proximity to the future
interchange could present access issues resulting from conflicts between park and
ride traffic and interchange traffic. The parcel is currently surrounded by vacant
land, much of which is zoned industrial. The property could easily support the
recommended 1,200 spaces as a surface lot. Based on the zoning code building height
requirement, a three-story parking structure could be built. This size structure would
require approximately three acres, or five percent of the parcel’s land area. A review
of parcel “36-2-2A” as a potential park and ride lot yielded the following pros and
cons.

Pros
 Parcel is large enough to accommodate future
expansion as either a surface lot or parking structure
 No presence of a floodplain
 No presence of a RPA
 Desirable topography
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Cons
 Accessibility issues resulting from proximity of the
parcel to the proposed interchange
 Parcel is not currently accessible by public transit
 Presence of wetlands on the parcel
 Privately owned
 No potential for consolidation with other existing park
and ride lots
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Parcel 50-A-1D (Figures 27 – 29)
This parcel is located east of Interstate 95 and south of parcels “36-2-2” and “36-22A”. A large portion of this parcel would be occupied by the future interchange,
making access a challenge. The parcel is zoned I2 – Medium and Heavy Industrial
and is surrounded by existing vacant land zoned industrial to the south and north
and residential development to the east. This property is more than large enough to
accommodate a surface lot with 1,200 spaces and still have plenty of room to expand.
Based on the zoning code height requirement a three-story parking structure could
be built. This would only occupy approximately four percent of the parcel’s land
area. The following pros and cons were developed based on a review of the parcel as
a park and ride lot.

Pros
 Parcel is large enough to accommodate future
expansion as either a surface lot or parking structure
 No presence of a floodplain
Cons
 Location of this parcel within the future I-95
interchange would limit accessibility to either the
interchange or the new bypass road
 Parcel is not currently accessible by public transit
 Privately owned
 No potential for consolidation with other existing park
and ride lots
 Presence of wetlands on the parcel
 Presence of a RPA on the parcel
 Undesirable topography

Parcel 50-A-1 (Figures 27 – 29)
This parcel is located south of parcel “50-A-1D” and north of Robert E. Lee Drive.
The property is zoned I2 – Medium and Heavy Industrial despite being located next
to an existing residential development. There are some existing industrial uses
located west and south of the parcel. Despite a portion of the northern end of the
parcel being included in the proposed interchange, there should still be ample land
available for either a surface or structure lot with room to grow. A review of the
parcel as a potential park and ride location produced the following pros and cons.
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Pros
 Parcel is less than a mile away from a primary road
(Route 1)
 Parcel is large enough to accommodate future
expansion as either a surface lot or parking structure
 No presence of a floodplain
Cons
 Parcel is not currently accessible by public transit
 Privately owned
 No potential for consolidation with other existing park
and ride lots
 Presence of wetlands on the parcel
 Presence of a RPA on the parcel
 Undesirable topography

Parcel 50-A-1C (Figures 27 – 29)
This is a small parcel located north of the Martz Virginia/National Coach on Hall
Industrial Drive. The property does not abut the existing roadway. A large portion of
this parcel would be occupied by the future interchange, making access a challenge.
The parcel is zoned Medium and Heavy Industrial and is surrounded by vacant land,
except for the Martz building to the south. The property would only provide 350
surface spaces, but based on the zoning classification would be able to support a
parking structure that would accommodate 1,200 spaces with room to expand. The
following are pros and cons associated with this parcel as a potential park and ride
location.

Pros
 Parcel would allow for expansion if a structure was
built
 No presence of a floodplain
 No presence of a RPA
 No presence of wetlands
 Desirable topography
Cons
 Parcel does not have access to a primary road or
interstate using existing roads
 Parcel is not currently accessible by public transit
 Privately owned
 No potential for consolidation with other existing park
and ride lots
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Parcel 50-A-1B (Figures 27 – 29)
This parcel is immediately east of parcel “50-A-1C” and north of the Martz property.
The parcel is completely land locked by the Martz property and the surrounding
vacant parcels; making accessibility a major issue. The property is zoned I2 –
Medium and Heavy Industrial. The size of the parcel would only support 471 surface
spaces. A parking structure of three stories could be constructed based on the zoning
requirements. This would easily accommodate 1,200 spaces and still have room for
expansion. A review of this parcel yielded the following pros and cons.

Pros
 Parcel would allow for expansion if a structure was
built
 No presence of a floodplain
 No presence of wetlands
Cons
 Parcel is land-locked which presents major access
issues
 Parcel is not currently accessible by public transit
 Privately owned
 No potential for consolidation with other existing park
and ride lots
 Presence of a RPA on the parcel
 Undesirable topography
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Parcel 50-A-112 (Figures 30 – 32)
This is the easternmost parcel, located north of Robert E. Lee Drive and east of the
residential development on Lancaster Gate Road. The property is zoned RU – Rural,
Low Density Residential and is surrounded by existing residential development or
other vacant land zoned similarly. The parcel is more than large enough to
accommodate 1,200 surface spaces. A review of the zoning requirements shows that a
two-story structure would be allowed. This size structure with 1,200 spaces would
only occupy approximately five percent of the parcel’s land area. The following pros
cons are associated with this parcel as a potential park and ride location.

Pros
 Parcel is large enough to accommodate future
expansion as either a surface lot or parking structure
 No presence of a floodplain
 No presence of a RPA
 Desirable topography
Cons
 Parcel is located the furthest distance from either a
primary road or the interstate
 Presence of a wetland
 Parcel is not currently accessible by public transit
 Privately owned
 No potential for consolidation with other existing park
and ride lots

Parcel 50-A-113 (Figures 30 – 32)
This parcel is located north of parcel “50-A-113” and is currently not accessible by an
existing road. The proposed bypass road that will connect Route 1 and Route 17 East
and include a new interchange with I-95 is slated to pass through the property. This
would provide excellent access opportunities. The property is currently zoned RU –
Rural Low Density Residential, and is surrounded by properties zoned industrial to
the north and properties zoned residential to the south and east. The future land use
plan has the parcel split into thirds with the top third classified “Employment
Center”, the eastern third classified as “Mixed”, and the western third classified
“Low-density Residential”. The property is more than large enough to accommodate
the 1,200 recommended spaces as a surface lot. Existing zoning regulations would
allow for a two-story parking structure. This structure would require approximately
four acres, or four percent of the parcel’s land area. A review of the parcel as a
potential park and ride lot yielded the following pros and cons.
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Pros
 Close proximity to the future I-95 interchange
 Property abuts to the future bypass road
 Parcel would allow for future expansion regardless of
whether a surface lot or parking structure was built
 No presence of a floodplain
 No presence of a RPA
 Desirable topography
Cons
 Presence of wetlands
 Parcel is not currently accessible by public transit
 No potential for consolidation with other existing park
and ride lots
 Privately owned
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Node 2 Evaluation Findings
Based on a review of the ranking of the twelve parcels, Parcels “35-A-89B”, “35-A91C”, and “50-A-113” are ranked the highest.
Tables 11 and 12 below contain cost information associated with the Node 2 parcels.
Costs are provided for both surface and structured lots. It is important to note that
these construction costs are based on planning level estimates of $5,000/space for
surface and $15,000/space for structured parking. More detailed construction cost
estimates will be produced as part of a Tier 2 evaluation and these planning level
estimates could prove to be either higher or lower than the actual cost estimates.
Parcels “35-A-89B” and “50-A-113” could each likely supply the required 1,200
spaces on surface lots, although it could be close with Parcel “35-A-89B”. A structure
would be required on Parcel “35-A-91C” to supply 1,200 spaces. In terms of cost,
surface parking spaces on Parcel “35-A-113” would be relatively inexpensive at
$5,600/space as compared to $6,700/space for Parcel “35-A-89B”.
Parcel “35-A-89B” has the advantage of being closer to the interstate in the near term,
and also in the long term should the proposed new interchange not be constructed.
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Table 10: Ranking of Node 2 - Jackson Gateway Parcels
PARCEL

35-A-

35-A-

35-A-

89

89B

91C

36-2-2

36-2-

36-A-

2A

43J

50-A-1

50-A-

50-A-

50-A-

50-A-

50-A-

1B

1C

1D

112

113

TRANSPORTATION (70)

Proximity/Accessibility to I95 Interchanges and HOT
Lanes (30)
Proximity/Accessibility to
Primary Roadways (30)
Accessibility to Mass Transit
(10)

15

15

15

5

5

5

10

5

5

5

10

20

30

30

30

5

5

5

15

5

5

5

10

30

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

2

4

4

2

4

2

2

4

4

4

Wetlands Presence (6)
Location in Floodplain (6)
RPA Presence (6)
Desirable Topography (2)

6

6

6

3

3

3

3

6

6

3

3

3

0

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

0

6

6

3

6

0

3

3

6

3

6

6

2

2

2

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

2

2

TOTAL

55

67

67

26

31

21

41

27

32

26

41

71

SIZE AND LAND USE (10)

Public vs. Private
Ownership (2)
Potential for Consolidation
with Existing Lots (4)
Opportunity for Future
Expansion (4)
ENVIRONMENTAL (20)
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Parcel

Table 11: Estimated Costs Associated with Park and Rides at Node 2
Potential
Number of
Assessed
Spaces
Construction
Construction
Property
Surface and
Cost
Cost
Total Cost
Value11
(Structured)12
(Surface)13
(Structure)14
(Surface)

Total Cost
(Structure)

35-A-89B

$ 1,911,400

1,145
(1,200)

$ 5,725,000

$ 18,000,000

$ 7,636,400

$ 19,911,400

35-A-89

$ 391,400

684
(1,200)

$ 3,420,000

$ 18,000,000

$ 3,811,400

$ 18,391,400

35-A-91C

$ 147,900

306
(1,200)

$ 1,530,000

$ 18,000,000

$ 1,677,900

$ 18,147,900

36-2-2

$ 1,629,800

15,510
(1,200)

$ 6,000,000

$ 18,000,000

$ 7,629,800

$ 19, 629,800

36-2-2A

$ 1,196,900

5,953
(1,200)

$ 6,000,000

$ 18,000,000

$ 7,196,900

$ 19,196,900

36-A-43J

$ 348,500

506
(1,200)

$ 2,530,000

$ 18,000,000

$ 2,878,500

$ 18,348,500

50-A-1

$ 729,200

8,074
(1,200)

$ 6,000,000

$ 18,000,000

$ 6,729,200

$ 18,729,200

50-A-1B

$ 430,400

471
(1,200)

$ 2,355,000

$ 18,000,000

$ 2,785,400

$ 18,430,400

50-A-1C

$ 268,300

350
(1,200)

$ 1,750,000

$ 18,000,000

$ 2,018,300

$ 18,268,300

50-A-1D

$ 633,800

7,284
(1,200)

$ 6,000,000

$ 18,000,000

$ 6,633,800

$ 18,633,800

50-A-112

$ 532,400

7,682
(1,200)

$ 6,000,000

$ 18,000,000

$ 6,532,400

$ 18,532,400

50-A-113

$ 694,200

10,155
(1,200)

$ 6,000,000

$ 18,000,000

$ 6,694,200

$ 18,694,200


11 Assessed property values have been gathered from the Spotsylvania County online real estate assessment database

http://www.spotsylvania.va.us/onlineservices/assessment/.
12 Estimated number of surface spaces based on each parcel’s total land area multiplied by a figure of 100 spaces per

acre. The estimated number of structured spaces is computed using the maximum height allowed for a structure in
the jurisdiction’s zoning code for each parcel and an assumption of 12 feet per parking structure floor height is used to
obtain a maximum number of allowable floors. The figure is either the maximum allowed parking using a structure
conforming to zoning code or the 1,200 spaces recommended for this node.
13 Construction cost uses the potential number of spaces times a per space construction cost of $5000 unless the

potential number of spaces was greater than the number of spaces desired for each node.
14 Construction cost uses the potential number of spaces times a per space construction cost of $15,000.
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Table 12: Comparative Cost Analysis of Node 2 Parcels
Assessed
Cost per
Cost per
Land Value
Space
Space
15
Parcel
per Acre
(Surface)
(Structure)16
35-A-89B

$ 166,934

$ 6,669

$ 16,593

35-A-89

$ 57,222

$ 5,572

$ 15,326

35-A-91C

$ 48,333

$ 5,483

$ 15,123

36-2-2

$ 10,508

$ 6,358

$ 16,358

36-2-2A

$ 20,106

$ 5,997

$ 15,997

36-A-43J

$ 68,874

$ 5,689

$ 15,290

50-A-1

$ 9,031

$ 5,608

$ 15,608

50-A-1B

$ 91,380

$ 5,914

$ 15,359

50-A-1C

$ 76,657

$ 5,767

$ 15,224

50-A-1D

$ 8,701

$ 5,528

$ 15,528

50-A-112

$ 6,930

$ 5,444

$ 15,444

50-A-113

$ 6,836

$ 5,579

$ 15,579


15 Cost per Space (Surface) figure is calculated using the Total Cost (Surface) divided by the recommended number of

spaces if the parcel can accommodate that number or more. If the parcel cannot accommodate that number of space
then the total cost is divided by the estimated number of spaces that are allowed based on size requirements.
16 Cost per Space (Structure) is calculated using the Total Cost (Structure) divided by the recommended number of

spaces for each node.
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Node 3 – Celebrate Virginia Interchange
Node 3 is located near the future I-95 interchange near Celebrate Virginia, and will
serve commuters in northern Spotsylvania County and the City of Fredericksburg.
The park and ride location(s) selected for this node will need to serve an estimated
1,100 vehicles (Figure 33). The parcels chosen for Tier 1 analysis were done so with
assistance from City of Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania County staff. Table 13
shows the 12 parcels that were selected, but only a total of four separate reviews are
being completed because some of the parcels are being grouped together17.
Parcels “312-A-P6” and “312-A-P8” constitute the area shown as Celebrate Virginia
in the following figure. Given the uncertainty of the precise location of the proposed
new connector road, this evaluation has assumed that any potential park and ride lot
location within the area shown for these lots will be accessible to the new connector
road.

Table 13: Node 3 Parcels
Parcel ID

Land Area (Acres)

22A 1-10-

0.71

22A 1-11-

1.15

22A 1-12-

0.89

22A 1-12A

0.40

22A 1-13-

0.95

22-18-A

2.00

22-18-B

2.84

23-13-D1-

0.59

23-13-C5-

1.45

23- A-40C

2.18

312-A-P6

52.62

312-A-P8

73.21


17 Some of the parcels selected will be reviewed together as though they are one larger parcel. Parcels “22A 1-10”, “22A

1-11”, “22A 1-12”, “22 1-12A”, “22A 1-13”, “22-18-A”, and “22-18-B” will be reviewed together and referenced as “2218-A”. Parcels “21-13-D1” and “23-13-C5” will be grouped together and referenced as “23-13-C5”. Parcels “312-A-P6”
and “312-1-P8” will be grouped together and referenced by “Celebrate Virginia.
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Parcel 22-18-A (Figures 35 – 37)
This grouping of parcels is located behind an existing park and ride lot on Route 3 –
Plank Road and just west of Gordon Road. All of the parcels are zoned R1 –
Suburban, Low Density, Single-Family Detached Residential. There are currently
residential uses to the south and east of the properties and commercial to the west.
As mentioned above, there is an existing park and ride lot that borders the northern
boundary of these parcels. The future land use plan has these parcels classified as
“Low-density Residential”. As a surface lot this group of parcels falls short of the
recommended 1,100 spaces because they can only accommodate 894. The zoning
requirements would allow for a structure that is 35 feet tall. A two-story parking
structure could fall within these height requirements and would accommodate the
1,100 spaces with some room to spare for expansion. A review of these parcels as a
potential park and ride location resulted in the following pros and cons.

Pros
 Located within close proximity of a primary road
(Route 3)
 Accessible with existing FRED bus route
 Potential for consolidation with an existing park and
ride lot
 Room for expansion if a structure is built
 No presence of wetlands
 No presence of a floodplain
 No presence of a RPA
 Desirable topography
Cons
 Greater than 2 Miles away from an interstate
interchange
 Privately owned
 Existing buildings on some of the parcels
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Parcel 23-13-C5 (Figures 38 – 40)
The two parcels being considered for this location are located behind commercial
development that is located along Route 3-Plank Road. The parcels are located
between Kennedy Lane and Rutherford Driver just west of an existing park and ride
facility on Kennedy Lane. Both parcels are zoned C2 – General Commercial, Medium
Intensity. Parcel “23-13-D1” is currently occupied with a structure and parcel “23-13C5” appears to have part of a parking lot located within the parcel boundary
according to the aerial image in GIS. South and west of these parcels is residential
development. Together, both parcels would accommodate 204 surface spaces. A
structure height of 55 feet is allowed based on the zoning ordinance. A four-story
structure would be the tallest parking structure allowed based on this requirement,
and would accommodate an estimated 1,090 spaces. The following pros and cons are
based on a review of these parcels as a potential park and ride location.

Pros
 Located within close proximity of a primary road
(Route 3)
 Accessible with existing FRED bus route
 Potential for consolidation with an existing park and
ride lot
 No presence of wetlands
 No presence of a floodplain
 No presence of a RPA
 Desirable topography
Cons
 Greater than 1 Miles away from an interstate
interchange
 Privately owned
 No opportunity for future expansion
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Parcel 23-A-40C (Figures 38 – 40)
This parcel is located southeast of the previous two parcels and directly south of the
park and ride lot on Kennedy Lane. The parcel is zoned R1 – Suburban, Low Density,
Single-Family Detached Residential, and is surrounded by residential development
to the west and south and an elementary school to the east. This is the smallest parcel
being rated, since the others have been grouped together. It would only provide 218
surface spaces. The height requirement in the zoning ordinance would allow for a
two-story structure which would only accommodate 654 spaces. The following pros
and cons were determined based on a review of this parcel as a potential park and
ride lot.

Pros
 Located within close proximity of a primary road
(Route 3)
 Accessible with existing FRED bus route
 Potential for consolidation with an existing park and
ride lot
 No presence of wetlands
 No presence of a floodplain
 No presence of a RPA
 Desirable topography
Cons
 Greater than 1 Miles away from an interstate
interchange
 Privately owned
 No opportunity for future expansion
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Parcel Celebrate Virginia (Figures 41 – 43)
There is an area mode of two parcels being considered for this location within the
City of Fredericksburg limits. These parcels are situated north of the Central Park
shopping center and south and east of the Rappahannock River. The parcels are
located within the proposed Celebrate Virginia North development. There is a
proposed connecter road that will link Route 3 near Gordon Road to a future
interchange for I-95 north of the current Virginia Welcome Center. The parcels are
currently zoned CSC – Commercial Shopping Center and are surrounded be vacant
land zoned similarly. Only a small portion of either of these parcels would be
necessary to accommodate 1,100 parking spaces in either a surface lot or a parking
structure. A three-story parking structure would be allowed based on the height
requirements in the City zoning ordinance. This size structure would only require
roughly three acres of land. A review of these parcels as a potential park and ride
location yielded the following pros and cons.

Pros
 Close proximity to future interstate interchange
 Close proximity to future primary road
 Opportunities for expansion as a surface lot or parking
structure are built
 No presence of wetlands
 No presence of a floodplain
 No presence of a RPA
Cons
 Topography undesirable
 Privately owned
 No potential for consolidation with other existing park
and ride locations
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Node 3 Evaluation Findings
Based on this analysis the Celebrate Virginia parcel is the highest ranked due to its
close proximity to the proposed new interchange. Only a portion of this parcel will
be needed to accommodate the recommended number of spaces. The exact location
of the parking facility would be determined through discussions between the
Celebrate Virginia developer, the City of Fredericksburg, and FAMPO.
The proposed connector road that would tie into the new interchange near Celebrate
Virginia is being proposed as a toll road. This would mean that if a park and ride is
located near Celebrate Virginia, commuters would need to pay toll to access it.
Parcels “22-18-A” and “23-13-C5” have the advantage of being close to existing park
and ride lots, and users would not need to pay a toll to access these parcels. Neither
parcel can accommodate 1,100 spaces on a surface lot, although both could likely do
so using a structure, although the shape of Parcel “23-13-C5” could prove
challenging to construction of a structure of this size.
Another potential option to provide an additional 1,100 spaces at this node would be
to replace either of the existing park and ride lots with a structure. An additional
1,100 spaces could be accommodated at either parcel in this way under current
zoning. A challenge with this option would be the temporary closing of the existing
surface lots during construction.
Tables 15 and 16 below contain cost information associated with the Node 3 parcels.
Costs are provided for both surface and structured lots. It is important to note that
these construction costs are based on planning level estimates of $5,000/space for
surface and $15,000/space for structured parking. More detailed construction cost
estimates will be produced as part of a Tier 2 evaluation and these planning level
estimates could prove to be either higher or lower than the actual cost estimates.
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Table 14: Ranking of Node 3 - Celebrate Virginia Parcels
23-A-40C

23-13-C518

22-18-A19

30

15

15

10

30

20

20

20

5

10

10

10

0

0

0

0

0

4

4

4

4

0

0

2

Wetlands Presence (4)
Location in Floodplain
(4)
RPA Presence (4)
Desirable Topography
(8)

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

0

2

2

2

TOTAL

87

69

69

66

PARCEL

Celebrate
Virginia

TRANSPORTATION (60)

Proximity/Accessibility
to I-95 Interchanges
and HOT Lanes (30)
Proximity/Accessibility
to Primary Roadways
(30)
Accessibility to Mass
Transit (10)
SIZE AND LAND USE (10)

Public vs. Private
Ownership (2)
Potential for
Consolidation with
Existing Lots (4)
Opportunity for Future
Expansion (4)
ENVIRONMENTAL (20)


18 Assessment of parcel “23-13-C5 also includes parcel “23-13-D1” These parcels are being considered together.
19 Parcel “22-18-A” is being assessed as a group of parcels. This group includes parcels “22-18-A”, “22-18-B”, “22-A 1-

12”, 22-A 1-10”, “22-A 1-11”, 22-A 1-12A”, and “22-A 1-13”.
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Parcel

Table 15: Estimated Costs Associated with Park and Rides at Node 3
Potential
Number of
Assessed
Spaces
Construction
Construction
Property
Surface and
Cost
Cost
Total Cost
20
21
22
23
Value
(Structured)
(Surface)
(Structure)
(Surface)

Celebrate
Virginia

$ 18,874,80024

22-18-A

$ 991,50027

23-13-C5

$ 1,473,30028

23-A-40C

29

12,583
(1,100)
894
(1,100)
204
(1,020)
218
(654)

Total Cost
(Structure)

$ 5,500,000

$ 16,500,000

$ 7,150,00025

$ 16,912,50026

$ 4,470,000

$ 16,500,000

$ 5,461,500

$ 17,491,500

$ 1,020,000

$ 15,300,000

$ 2,493,300

$ 16,773,300

$ 1,090,000

$ 9,810,000

$ 1,090,000

$ 9,810,000

Table 16: Comparative Cost Analysis of Node 3 Parcels
Assessed
Cost per
Cost per
Land Value
Space
Space
Parcel
per Acre
(Surface)30
(Structure)31
Celebrate Virginia

$ 150,000

$ 6,500

$ 15,375

22-18-A

$ 110,906

$ 6,109

$ 15,901

23-13-C5

$722,206

$ 12,222

$ 16,444

$ 5,000

$ 15,000

23-A-40C


20 Assessed property values have been gathered from the Spotsylvania County online real estate assessment database

http://www.spotsylvania.va.us/onlineservices/assessment/ and the Virginia Mass Appraisal Network for the City of
Fredericksburg - http://www.vamanet.com/cgi-bin/MAPSRCHPGM?LOCAL=FRE.
21 Estimated number of surface spaces based on each parcel’s total land area multiplied by a figure of 100 spaces per

acre. The estimated number of structured spaces is computed using the maximum height allowed for a structure in
the jurisdiction’s zoning code for each parcel and an assumption of 12 feet per parking structure floor height is used to
obtain a maximum number of allowable floors. The figure is either the maximum allowed parking using a structure
conforming to zoning code or the 1,100 spaces recommended for this node.
22 Construction cost uses the potential number of spaces times a per space construction cost of $5000 unless the

potential number of spaces was greater than the number of spaces desired for each node.
23 Construction cost uses the potential number of spaces times a per space construction cost of $15,000.
24 Property values for Celebrate Virginia includes property values for both parcels “312-A-P6” and “312-A-P8”.
25 Total cost for a surface lot at the Celebrate Virginia site uses a property cost of $ 1,650,000. This assumes that only 11

acres will be used at a cost per acre of $ 150,000.
26 Total cost for a parking structure at the Celebrate Virginia site used a property cost of $ 450,000. This assumes that

only 3 acres will be used at a cost per acres of $150,000.
27 Property value for parcel “22-18-A” also includes property values for parcels “22-18-B”, “22-A 1-12”, 22-A 1-10”, “22-A

1-11”, 22-A 1-12A”, and “22-A 1-13”.
28 Property value for parcel “23-13-C5” also includes property values for parcel “23-13-D1”.
29 There was no publicly available land value for this parcel.
30 Cost per Space (Surface) figure is calculated using the Total Cost (Surface) divided by the recommended number of

spaces if the parcel can accommodate that number or more. If the parcel cannot accommodate that number of space
then the total cost is divided by the estimated number of spaces that are allowed based on size requirements.
31 Cost per Space (Structure) is calculated using the Total Cost (Structure) divided by the potential number of structured

spaces for each node.
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Node 4 – Fredericksburg VRE Station
Node 4 is the Downtown Fredericksburg VRE station. The historic nature of the area,
small spaces available for expansion, and surrounding residential neighborhoods
pose significant challenges to accommodating the recommended 800 additional
parking spaces. The three parcels submitted for Tier 1 analysis are all existing park
and ride lots associated with the VRE (Table 17). Figure 44 below shows the three
parcels under consideration in relation to existing public transportation and other
park and ride locations. Figure 45 shows the existing zoning classifications
surrounding each location.
Table 17: Node 4 Parcels
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Parcel ID

Land Area (Acres)

Existing Number of
Parking Spaces

49-405

1.128

108

48-P1

.585

55

90-C-P2

8.236

377
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Parcel 49-405 (Figures 46 – 48)
This parcel is located south of the VRE railroad tracks between Caroline Street and
Sophia Street. There is already a surface lot that currently provides 108 parking
spaces. There are residents south of the parcel that have raised concerns about added
commuter traffic should a parking structure be built here. In order to accommodate
any additional parking at this location, a parking structure would be necessary. In
trying to not disrupt the existing urban design elements associated with this area of
downtown Fredericksburg it is recommended that no parking structure exceed three
stories. A three-story parking structure would allow for an additional 324 spaces for
a total of 432. The following pros and cons were determined based upon a review of
this parcel as a site for potential park and ride expansion.

Pros





Close proximity to primary road (Lafayette Boulevard)
Close proximity to both FRED bus routes and VRE
Publicly owned (City of Fredericksburg)
Potential for consolidation with other existing park and
ride locations
 No presence of a RPA
 Desirable topography

Cons
 No opportunity for future expansion
 Located within a floodplain

Parcel 48-P1 (Figures 46 – 48)
This parcel is located west of parcel “49-405” on Caroline Street. This parcel is
directly behind the VRE station, allowing for easy pedestrian access to public transit.
Similar to parcel “49-405”, this parcel has residential development to the south. The
lot is currently vacant, and is estimated to support approximately 55 surface spaces.
Assuming the same three-story height for a parking structure used above, an
additional 165 spaces could be added. This would bring the total number of spaces to
220. The proximity to the surrounding residential neighborhoods would likely raise
concerns about increased traffic associated with any added capacity to the existing
lot. A review of this parcel as a potential park and ride location yielded the following
pros and cons.
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Pros





Close proximity to primary road (Lafayette Boulevard)
Close proximity to both FRED bus routes and VRE
Publicly owned (City of Fredericksburg)
Potential for consolidation with other existing park and
ride locations
 No presence of a RPA
 Desirable topography

Cons
 No opportunity for future expansion
 Located within a floodplain

Parcel 90-C-P2 (Figures 46 – 48)
This is the largest parcel being considered for this node. Located at the end of
Frederick Street, this property contains 377 existing surface spaces. The parking lot is
comprised of both a paved and stripped area as well as a gravel lot. The parcel also
has some room for expansion. Assuming the entire parcel can be used as a parking
lot and upgrading the gravel lot to a more formal stripped lot would add
approximately 446 surface spaces. The parcel is large enough that a structure could
be built to accommodate a portion of the 800 recommended spaces and still leave
part of the lot available as a surface lot or for future expansion. A structure built to
four stories and supplying the number of existing parking spaces and the additional
800 would require roughly 2.5 acres. This is roughly a third of the parcel’s land area.
The location of this parcel further from the existing residential neighborhood also
makes it a more desirable location to consider a parking structure. The following are
pros and cons determined through an analysis of this parcel as a park and ride
location.
Pros





Close proximity to primary road (Lafayette Boulevard)
Close proximity to both FRED bus routes and VRE
Publicly owned (VRE)
Potential for consolidation with other existing park and
ride locations
 No presence of a RPA
 Desirable topography
 Opportunity for expansion if a parking structure is
built

Cons
 Located within a floodplain
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Node 4 Evaluation Findings
Given the sensitive nature of building structures on the two smaller parcels close to
the VRE station, we would recommend that the Tier 2 evaluation for this node
examine: 1) an expansion of the existing lot at parcel “90-C-P2” and a more formal
surface lot on the portion that is currently gravel, and 2) construction of a structure
on the portion of the parcel that is currently a paved park and ride lot. If this option
is carried into Tier 2, it is recommended that a planning level assessment of adding a
connector road from the parcel to the Blue-Gray Parkway be conducted to improve
access to the lot and divert traffic away from the adjacent neighborhoods.
Table 19 and 20 provide cost figures associated with both land acquisition as well as
estimated costs associated with structured parking. As mentioned above, all these
parcels currently provide surface parking and in order to provide the recommended
800 spaces associated with this node, structured parking would be necessary.
The cost per structured space for Parcel “90 C P2” is dramatically less than
construction costs at the other two parcels.
Table 18: Ranking of Node 4 – Fredericksburg VRE Station Parcels
PARCEL

49 405

48 P1

90 C P2

N/A

N/A

N/A

Proximity/Accessibility to Primary
Roadways (30)

15

15

15

Accessibility to Mass Transit (10)

10

10

10

Public vs. Private Ownership (2)

2

2

2

Potential for Consolidation with Existing
Lots (4)

4

4

4

Opportunity for Future Expansion (4)

0

0

2

Wetlands Presence (6)

6

6

6

Location in Floodplain (6)

0

0

0

RPA Presence (6)

6

6

6

Desirable Topography (2)

2

2

2

TOTAL

45

45

47

TRANSPORTATION (70)
Proximity/Accessibility to I-95 Interchanges
and HOT Lanes (30)

SIZE AND LAND USE (10)

ENVIRONMENTAL (20)
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Parcel

Table 19: Estimated Costs Associated with Park and Rides at Node 4
Potential
Number of
Spaces
Assessed
Construction
Construction
Surface and
Property
Cost
Cost
Total Cost
(Structured)33
Value32
(Surface)34
(Structure)35
(Surface)

49 405

$ 2,019,40036

48 P1

$ 1,283,80036

90 C P2

$ 1,912,30038

108
(432)
55
(220)
823
(800)

Total Cost
(Structure)

N/A

$ 6,480,000

N/A

$ 8,499,400

$ 275,00037

$ 3,300,000

$ 1,558,800

$ 4,583,800

N/A

$ 12,000,000

N/A

$ 13,912,300

Table 20: Comparative Cost Analysis of Node 4 Parcels
Assessed
Cost per
Cost per
Land Value
Space
Space
Parcel
per Acre
(Surface)39 (Structure)40
49 405

$ 1,790,248

N/A

$ 19,675

48 P1

$ 2,194,530

$28,342

$ 20,835

90 C P2

$ 232,188

N/A

$ 17,390


32 Assessed property values have been gathered from the Virginia Mass Appraisal Network for the City of Fredericksburg

- http://www.vamanet.com/cgi-bin/MAPSRCHPGM?LOCAL=FRE.
33 Surface space figure for parcel “49-405” taken from the VRE website. The other two figures for surface spaces are

estimated based on parcel area times a figure of 100 spaces/acre. Structured parking estimated use the surface
parking figures times a height of four stories (5 floors) to compute the spaces possible.
34 No construction cost was computed for a surface lot because all the parcels currently have surface lots.
35 Construction cost uses the potential number of spaces times a per space construction cost of $15,000.
36 The City of Fredericksburg is currently the owner of this parcel. It is unclear who would be the owner of any new park

and ride facility.
37 Cost estimate produced using a cost per space of $ 5,000 for surface lots.
38 VRE is the current owner for all the parcels under consideration. It is unclear who would be the owner of any new park

and ride facility.
39 Cost per Space (Surface) figure is calculated using the Total Cost (Surface) divided by the recommended number of

spaces if the parcel can accommodate that number or more. If the parcel cannot accommodate that number of space
then the total cost is divided by the estimated number of spaces that are allowed based on size requirements.
40 Cost per Space (Structure) is calculated using the Total Cost (Structure) divided by the number of spaces

recommended for each parcel.
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Node 5 – Crossroads VRE Station
Node 5 is located west of the intersection of U.S. Route 17 – Mills Drive and Route
609. This is the location of a proposed VRE station that would serve Spotsylvania
County. There are two parcels being considered for a station site; both are west of
Route 609. Neither of these parcels will be moved forward to the Tier 2 analysis
because the ultimate determination will be based on the location chosen for the VRE
station.

Table 21: Node 5 Parcels
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Parcel ID

Land Area (Acres)

37-A-41A

102.36

37-A-64

78.06
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Parcel 37-A-41A (Figures 51 – 53)
This parcel is located south of U.S. Route 17 – Mills Drive and west of Crossroads
Parkway. The parcel is actually split by Crossroads Parkway and has two industrial
sites that run through the middle as well. The parcel is zoned industrial, but has rural
residential zoning along its eastern boundary. The parcel is large enough to support
a surface lot with the recommended 1,000 parking spaces and still have a large
amount of land remaining. The zoning requirements allow for a building height of 40
feet. This would permit a parking structure of three stories. A three-story parking
structure could accommodate 1,000 spaces using an estimated footprint of 2.5 acres.
This would be a very small portion of the parcel’s land area. The following pros and
cons were developed based on a review of this parcel as a potential park and ride.

Pros
 Abuts primary road (Route 17)
 Located within ¼ Mile of an existing FRED bus route
 Opportunities for future expansion using either a
surface lot or parking structure
 No presence of a floodplain
 No presence of a RPA
Cons
 Privately owned
 No potential for consolidation with other existing park
and ride locations
 Presence of wetlands
 Undesirable topography
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Parcel 37-A-64 (Figures 54 – 56)
This parcel is located on the northern side of U.S. Route 17 – Mills Drive opposite
parcel “37-A-41A”. This parcel also has a road that divides the parcel, with a small
area east of Benchmark Road. The property is zoned I1 – Light Industrial, but is
surrounded by land zoned as low-density residential. The parcel is large enough to
accommodate the 1,000 parking spaces as a surface lot and still have ample space
available for expansion or other uses. The zoning code height requirement would
permit a parking structure that is three stories tall. This would require an area of 2.5
acres or roughly three percent of the parcel’s land area. The following are pros and
cons associated with the parcel being considered as a potential park and ride
location.

Pros
 Abuts primary road (Route 17)
 Located within ¼ Mile of an existing FRED bus route
 Opportunities for future expansion using either a
surface lot or parking structure
 No presence of a floodplain
 Desirable topography
Cons
 Presence of wetlands that occupy more than 25 percent
of the parcel’s land area
 Presence of a RPA
 Privately owned
 No potential for consolidation with other existing park
and ride locations
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Node 5 Evaluation Findings
Given that both parcels are being considered as potential sites for a proposed VRE
station, it makes the most sense to choose the parcel where the station would be sited
as the location for any park and ride facility. Therefore, we don’t see a need to
perform a Tier 2 evaluation for this node. Any future lot at this location can be
designed as part of the overall station area plan to be developed at a future date.
Cost estimates were still produced in order to provide an idea of the approximate
costs associated with acquisition of the property and construction of a park and ride
facility. These costs do not account for any structures that would need to be built in
association with a future VRE station. The latest land assessment values from
Spotsylvania County lists parcel “37-A-41A” as being valued at $3,917,800 (Table 22).
Parcel “37-A-64” is valued at $375,900. Both parcels are large enough to
accommodate a surface lot to supply the recommended 1,000 parking spaces. A
surface lot providing 1,000 spaces would cost approximately $5,000,000. A parking
structure for either parcel would cost $15,000,000. Comparative costs for parcel “37A-41A” are a cost per acre of $38,275, a cost per surface space of $8,918, and a cost
per structured space of $18,918 (Table 23). Parcel “37-A-64 has a cost per acre of
$4,816, a cost per surface space of $5,376, and a cost per structured space of $15,376.
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Table 22: Ranking of Node 5 - Crossroads VRE Station Parcel
PARCEL

37-A-41A

37-A-64-

N/A

N/A

Proximity/Accessibility to Primary
Roadways (30)

30

30

Accessibility to Mass Transit (10)

5

5

Public vs. Private Ownership (2)

0

0

Potential for Consolidation with Existing
Lots (4)

0

0

Opportunity for Future Expansion (4)

4

4

Wetlands Presence (6)

3

0

Location in Floodplain (6)

6

6

RPA Presence (6)

6

3

Desirable Topography (2)

0

2

TOTAL

54

50

TRANSPORTATION (70)
Proximity/Accessibility to I-95 Interchanges
and HOT Lanes (30)

SIZE AND LAND USE (10)

ENVIRONMENTAL (20)

Parcel

Table 23: Estimated Costs Associated with a Park and Ride at Node 5
Potential
Number of
Assessed
Spaces
Construction
Construction
Property
Surface and
Cost
Cost
Total Cost
41
42
43
44
Value
(Structured)
(Surface)
(Structure)
(Surface)

Total Cost
(Structure)

37-A41A

$ 3,917,800

10,236
(1,000)

$ 5,000,000

$ 15,000,000

$ 8,917,800

$ 18,917,800

37-A-64-

$ 375,900

7,806
(1,000)

$ 5,000,000

$ 15,000,000

$ 5,375,900

$ 15,375,900


41 Assessed property values have been gathered from the Spotsylvania County online real estate assessment database

http://www.spotsylvania.va.us/onlineservices/assessment/.
42 Estimated number of surface spaces based on each parcel’s total land area multiplied by a figure of 100 spaces per

acre. The estimated number of structured spaces is computed using the maximum height allowed for a structure in
the jurisdiction’s zoning code for each parcel and an assumption of 12 feet per parking structure floor height is used to
obtain a maximum number of allowable floors. The figure is either the maximum allowed parking using a structure
conforming to zoning code or the 1,000 spaces recommended for this node.
43 Construction cost uses the potential number of spaces times a per space construction cost of $5000 unless the

potential number of spaces was greater than the number of spaces desired for each node.
44 Construction cost uses the potential number of spaces times a per space construction cost of $15,000.
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Table 24: Comparative Cost Analysis of Node 5 Parcel
Assessed
Cost per
Cost per
Land Value
Space
Space
Parcel
per Acre
(Surface)45
(Structure)46
37-A-41A

$ 38,275

$ 8,918

$ 18,918

37-A-64-

$ 4,816

$ 5,376

$ 15,376


45 Cost per Space (Surface) figure is calculated using the Total Cost (Surface) divided by the recommended number of

spaces if the parcel can accommodate that number or more. If the parcel cannot accommodate that number of space
then the total cost is divided by the estimated number of spaces that are allowed based on size requirements.
46 Cost per Space (Structure) is calculated using the Total Cost (Structure) divided by the recommended number of

spaces for each node.
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Node 6 – Route 3 East
Node 6 was included as part of this park and ride study because commuter parking
at the Wal-Mart store located in the Washington Square Plaza was recently
discontinued and a replacement lot is needed. In addition, the FAMPO CLRP calls
for 500 park and ride lot spaces in this area. Four parcels have been selected for the
Tier 1 analysis for node 6 (Figure 57).
Table 25: Node 6 Parcels
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Parcel ID

Land Area (Acres)

58-9D

7.254

58-9E

6.918

58-4

10.55

VDOT ROW

1.33
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Parcel 58-9D (Figures 59 – 61)
This parcel is located behind the existing Wal-Mart store next to the Rappahannock
River. Currently, there is not an existing road that accesses this parcel. The parcel is
zoned B2 – Urban Commercial, but the future land use plan classifies the area as a
Resource Protection Area. The parcel is large enough to accommodate the 500
recommended spaces as a surface lot. The maximum structure height allowed by the
zoning code would permit a five-story parking structure. A structure of this height
would require less than an acre to supply 500 parking spaces. A review of the parcel
as a potential park and ride location yielded the following pros and cons.

Pros
 Parcel is within ¼ Mile of an existing FRED bus route
 Opportunities for future expansion as either a surface
lot or a parking structure
Cons
 Not currently accessible by road
 Presence of wetlands on greater than 25 percent of the
parcel’s land area
 Presence of a floodplain on greater than 25 percent of
the parcel’s land area
 Presence of a RPA
 Undesirable topography
 Privately owned
 No potential for consolidation with an existing park
and ride facility
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Parcel 58-9E (Figures 59 – 61)
This parcel is located along Route 3 – Kings Highway in front of the Wal-Mart
parking lot currently being used as a park and ride location. The parcel is zoned B2Urban Commercial, but it should be noted that there are residential structures to the
east of the property. This property is large enough to accommodate 691 surface
parking spaces. The zoning code allows for a structure height of 65 feet. This would
permit a parking structure of five stories. This size parking structure would require
less than an acre of land. The following pros and cons are based on a review of the
parcel as a potential park and ride location.

Pros
 Abuts an existing primary road (Route 3)
 Accessible by an existing FRED bus route
 Opportunities for future expansion as either a surface
lot or a parking structure
 No presence of a floodplain
 No presence of a RPA
 Desirable topography
Cons
 Presence of a wetland
 Privately owned
 No potential for consolidation with an existing park
and ride facility
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Parcel 58-4 (Figures 62 – 64)
This parcel is located on the southwest corner of the intersection of Route 3 Business
and Route 3 Bypass. The parcel provides excellent access for commuters traveling on
Route 3 east, but would present challenges in accessing the parcel from the
westbound direction because of its proximity to an existing signalized intersection.
The property is zoned R1 – Suburban, Low Density, Single-Family Detached
Residential, and is surrounded by a combination of residential and agricultural uses.
The parcel is large enough to accommodate over 1,000 surface parking spaces, but
the parcel’s shape could present challenges in lot layout. The zoning code would
allow for a parking structure height of two stories, allowing for a structure that
would require almost two acres of available land. A review of this parcel as a
potential park and ride produced the following pros and cons.

Pros
 Accessible by an existing FRED bus route
 Opportunities for future expansion as either a surface
lot or a parking structure
 No presence of a RPA
Cons
 Accessibility issues associated with the parcel’s
location relative to existing intersections
 Presence of a floodplain on greater than 25 percent of
the parcel’s land area
 Presence of wetland
 Undesirable topography
 Privately owned
 No potential for consolidation with an existing park
and ride facility
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Parcel VDOT ROW (Figures 65 – 67)
This parcel is a portion of the right-of-way VDOT acquired as part of previous road
improvements. The parcel is located on Chatham Heights Road between Marion
Street and Willow Street. The parcel is surrounded by commercial uses to the west
and residential uses to the east. This is the smallest parcel being considered for Node
6, providing only 133 surface parking spaces. It is unclear what kind of structure
height might be allowed on this site; so an estimate of parking spaces provide by a
parking structure was not done. This parcel is more than a mile away from the
existing park and ride location. The following are pros and cons associated with
parcel being considered as a potential park and ride location.

Pros







Accessible by an existing FRED bus route
Publicly owned
No presence of wetlands
No presence of a floodplain
No presence of a RPA
Desirable topography

Cons
 Parcel is located along a road that doesn’t connect
directly with a primary road
 No opportunity for future expansion
 No potential for consolidation with an existing park
and ride facility
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Node 6 Recommendations
Based on the Tier 1 analysis, parcel “58-9E” has the highest score based on the
ranking and none of the other parcels had a score close to this.
Tables 27 and 28 provide costs associated with land acquisition and potential park
and ride facilities. A review of land assessment values finds that the “VDOT ROW”
could potentially be the most costly property to acquire. This figure is an estimate
based on the average cost per acre of properties which surround this parcel. The
recommended parcel, “58-9E” is the second most costly at $2,498,700. The “VDOT
ROW" parcel is the only parcel not large enough to accommodate all 500 spaces as a
surface lot. The other three can accommodate a lot of that size, which is estimated to
cost $2,500,000. Total costs associated with acquiring the recommended parcel and
constructing a 500 space park and ride would be approximately $4,998,700. This
would cost almost $10,000 per space.

Table 26: Ranking of Node 6 - Route 3 East Parcels
58-9E

58-9D

58-4

VDOT
ROW

Proximity/Accessibility to I-95
Interchanges and HOT Lanes (30)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Proximity/Accessibility to Primary
Roadways (30)

30

5

10

10

Accessibility to Mass Transit (10)

10

5

10

10

Public vs. Private Ownership (2)

0

0

0

2

Potential for Consolidation with
Existing Lots (4)

0

0

0

0

4

4

4

0

Wetlands Presence (6)

3

0

3

6

Location in Floodplain (6)

6

0

0

6

RPA Presence (6)

6

3

6

6

Desirable Topography (2)

2

0

0

2

TOTAL

61

17

33

42

PARCEL
TRANSPORTATION (70)

SIZE AND LAND USE (10)

Opportunity for Future Expansion
(4)
ENVIRONMENTAL (20)
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Parcel

Table 27: Estimated Costs Associated with Park and Rides at Node 6
Potential
Number of
Assessed
Spaces
Construction
Construction
Property
Surface and
Cost
Cost
Total Cost
Value47
(Structured)48
(Surface)49
(Structure)50
(Surface)

Total Cost
(Structure)

58-9D

$ 50,000

725
(500)

$ 2,500,000

$ 7,500,000

$ 2,550,000

$ 7,550,000

58-9E

$ 2,498,700

692
(500)

$ 2,500,000

$ 7,500,000

$ 4,998,700

$ 9,998,700

58-4

$ 764,400

1,055
(500)

$ 2,500,000

$ 7,500,000

$ 3,264,400

$ 8,264,400

VDOT
ROW

$ 4,357,12751

133
(Unknown)

$ 665,500

Unknown

$ 5,022,127

Unknown

Table 28: Comparative Cost Analysis of Node 6 Parcels
Assessed
Cost per
Cost per
Land Value
Space
Space
52
Parcel
per Acre
(Surface)
(Structure)53
58-9D

$ 6,897

$ 5,100

$ 3,999

58-9E

$ 361,084

$ 9,997

$ 5,296

58-4

$ 72,455

$ 6,529

$ 4,377

VDOT
ROW

$ 3,276,035

$ 37,760

Unknown


47 Assessed property values have been gathered from the Stafford County online real estate information database

http://staffordvapropertymax.governmaxa.com/propertymax/.
48 Estimated number of surface spaces based on each parcel’s total land area multiplied by a figure of 100 spaces per

acre. The estimated number of structured spaces is computed using the maximum height allowed for a structure in
the jurisdiction’s zoning code for each parcel and an assumption of 12 feet per parking structure floor height is used to
obtain a maximum number of allowable floors. The figure is either the maximum allowed parking using a structure
conforming to zoning code or the 500 spaces recommended for this node.
49 Construction cost uses the potential number of spaces times a per space construction cost of $5000 unless the

potential number of spaces was greater than the number of spaces desired for each node.
50 Construction cost uses the potential number of spaces times a per space construction cost of $15,000.
51 Land values computed using an average cost per acre of surrounding parcels.
52 Cost per Space (Surface) figure is calculated using the Total Cost (Surface) divided by the recommended number of

spaces if the parcel can accommodate that number or more. If the parcel cannot accommodate that number of space
then the total cost is divided by the estimated number of spaces that are allowed based on size requirements.
53 Cost per Space (Structure) is calculated using the Total Cost (Structure) divided by the recommended number of

spaces for each node.
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Node 7 – Courthouse Road (Route 630)
Node 7 is located at the interchange of Interstate 95 and Route 630 – Courthouse
Road. This node was added because a suitable location to accommodate all of the
3,650 parking spaces recommended for Node 1 could not be identified. Node 7 will
need to accommodate approximately 2,700 parking spaces. In addition to locating a
parcel or group of parcels that can accommodate this need, it will also be necessary
to plan for the construction of a new interstate interchange at this location. Currently,
a final interchange design is not known, but a preferred design is available to include
in the analysis. It will be important to not select parcels or portions of a parcel that
may be part of the future interchange construction.
Parcels for this node were selected in consultation with Stafford County staff. Table
29 lists the parcels selected for Tier 1 analysis at Node 7. All but one of the parcel IDs
listed include other parcels that ultimately make up the area under consideration as a
park and ride location. The current parcel shape as well as the proposed future
interchange footprint required using multiple parcels and portions of parcels to
accommodate viable park and ride lot layouts.
Table 29: Node 7 Parcels
Parcel ID

Land Area (Acres)

Lot 154

15.748

Lot 255

17.954

Lot 356

15.202

Lot 457

23.929

Lot 558

35.936

Lot 6

39.413


54 Parcel ID 30 43A includes the following parcels: 30 43A, 30 43B, 30 43C, 30 43D, 30 43E, 30 43F, 30 43G, 30 50, and

30 53.
55 Parcel ID 30 54 includes the following parcels: 30 54, 30 54A, 39 1, and 39 4A.
56 Parcel ID 29 92A includes the following parcels: 29 92A, 29 92B, 29 93C, 29 93D, 30 53, 30 54, and 30 54A.
57 Parcel ID 29 ROW includes the following parcels: 29 ROW, 29 92B, 29 93A, 29 93C, 29 93D, and 30 54A.
58 Parcel ID 29 80 includes the following parcels: 29 80 and 29 80B.
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Location 1 (Figures 70 – 72)
This group of parcels is located along the current Route 630 alignment near the
intersection with U.S. Route 1. The parcels are zoned either B2 – Urban Commercial
or B3 – Office. All of the parcels are currently owned by Stafford County. One of the
parcels, “30 50”, has an existing structure located on the property. The remaining
properties are currently undeveloped. Future land use shows the parcels as either
Urban Commercial or Office. Through discussion with County staff, it was
determined that an area of the parcels that front to Route 630 should be retained for
commercial development and that parking could be a located behind the commercial
uses. Retaining approximately 200 feet of the parcels along Route 630 from the road
edge would leave an area of approximately 16 acres, assuming the entire remaining
area could be used as a parking lot. As a surface lot, this would yield 1,574 parking
spaces. This falls short of the recommended 2,650 spaces. Based on the allowed
structure height per the zoning code, a five-story structure would be allowed.
Assuming the footprint of a structure could not conform to the varied geometry of
the parcels, a usable area of approximately 11 acres could be obtained. This would
accommodate more than the needed 2,650 spaces, allowing for expansion of the park
and ride location. A review of this group of parcels as a potential park and ride
location revealed the following pros and cons.

Pros
 Within a 1/4 mile of the proposed Route 630
realignment
 Close proximity to an existing FRED route
 Opportunity for future expansion if a parking structure
is built
 Publicly owned
 Not located within a floodplain
 No presence of a RPA
 No presence of a wetland
 Desirable topography
 Opportunity to consolidate or share parking with
future development
 Within ¾ Mile of an interstate interchange
Cons
 None
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Location 2 (Figures 73 – 75)
Parcel “30 54” and the other parcels included in the location are located between U.S.
Route 1 and the proposed extension of Red Oak Drive and north of the proposed
alignment for Route 630. The largest parcel in the group, “39 1”, is currently home to
the Paradise Estates mobile home park. In addition, parcel “30 54” also has a
structure located on the property. The location has excellent access to U.S. Route 1
and the proposed alignment of Route 630. This also gives the location excellent access
to I-95. Currently the parcels are zoned a combination of R4 – Manufactured homes,
R1 – Suburban residential, and B3 – Office. Future land use shows a combination of
light industrial and urban commercial along U.S. Route 1. As a surface lot this
location would come up short of the 2,650 spaces recommended. Using the height of
the lowest use zoning code would result in a two story structure that could
accommodate approximately 2,800 spaces. This would allow for future growth. A
review of this group of parcels as a potential park and ride location revealed the
following pros and cons.

Pros
 Immediate access to a primary road (Proposed Route
630)
 Within 1/2 Mile of an interstate interchange
 Close proximity to an existing FRED route
 Opportunity for future expansion if a parking structure
is built
 Not located within a floodplain
 No presence of a RPA
 No presence of a wetland
 Desirable topography
Cons
 Most parcels are privately owned
 Parcel “39 1” has a large number of residential
structures
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Location 3 (Figures 76 – 78)
This group of parcels is located just north of the proposed Route 630 alignment,
south of the old Route 630 alignment, and west of the proposed extension of Red Oak
Drive. The majority of the parcels included in this group are zoned B3 – Office. Parcel
“30 54” is zoned R1 – Suburban residential, and parcel “30 54A” is zoned R4 –
Manufactured homes. Future lane use for these parcels is a combination of Urban
commercial, Heavy industrial, and Light industry. Three of the parcels currently
have structures, although only one of the structures (“29 92A”) falls within the area
considered for a park and ride. This parcel includes the Cardinal Concrete Company.
This group of parcels would not meet the recommended 2,650 spaces as a surface lot.
Using the building height of the most restrictive zoning, R1, a two-story structure
could be built. This size structure would accommodate approximately 3,000 spaces,
allowing for some future expansion. A review of this group of parcels as a potential
park and ride location revealed the following pros and cons.

Pros
 Immediate access to a primary road (Proposed Route
630)
 Within 1/2 Mile of an interstate interchange
 Opportunity for future expansion if a parking structure
is built
 Not located within a floodplain
 No presence of a RPA
 Desirable topography
Cons
 Greater than ½ mile from public transit
 Most parcels are privately owned
 Presence of wetlands on less than 25 percent of the
parcel
 Parcel “29 92A” currently has a structure on the
property
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Location 4 (Figures 76 – 78)
This group of parcels is located south of the proposed eastbound alignment of Route
630 between Ventura Drive and Wyche Road. This location is a collection of six
parcels total. The majority of the parcels are zoned B3 – Office. Parcel 30 54A is zoned
R4 – Manufactured residential. Future land use for this location is a combination of
urban commercial, heavy industrial, and light industrial. The location comes up just
shy of the recommended number of spaces with 2,392. A two-story structure could
be built based on the height requirement of the lowest zoned parcel in the group.
This would easily accommodate the required number of spaces and allow for
growth. The location provides excellent access to primary transportation routes as
well as the interstate. Access to existing transit is limited because of its distance from
U.S. Route 1. None of the identified parcels have an existing structure, and only one
has an environmental feature located on the property. Parcel “29 92B” has a wetland
feature, but this falls outside of the footprint being considered as a park and ride lot.
A review of this group of parcels as a potential park and ride location revealed the
following pros and cons.

Pros
 Immediate access to a primary road (Proposed Route
630)
 Within 1/2 Mile of an interstate interchange
 Opportunity for future expansion if a parking structure
is built
 Not located within a floodplain
 No presence of a RPA
 Desirable topography
Cons
 Greater than ¼ mile from public transit
 Most parcels are privately owned
 Presence of wetlands on less than 25 percent of the
group of parcels.
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Location 5 (Figures 79 – 81)
Parcels “29 80” and “29 80B” are located on the western side of I-95 south of Route
630. Parcel “29 80B” contains an existing park and ride which has 500 spaces. This
park and ride will be disturbed by the proposed interchange redesign, however some
of the parcel could be included with Parcel “29 80” to construct a larger park and
ride. The land is currently zoned B2 – Urban commercial. Future land use plans show
the area will remain as urban commercial. More than the recommended 2,650 spaces
could be accommodated in the land area that won’t be used in the interchange
design. In addition, the parcels’ location near the interchange and I-95 could provide
direct access to the interstate. This location also removes the parking lot from being
in close proximity to the commercial activity along U.S. Route 1 and what will
become the old Route 630. This could reduce traffic impacts around and already busy
area. The following pros and cons were developed for use of these parcels as a future
park and ride location.

Pros
 Immediate access to a primary road (Proposed Route
630)
 Potential for direct access to I-95.
 Opportunity for future expansion as a surface lot
 Not located within a floodplain
 No presence of a RPA
 No presence of a wetland
 Allows for reuse of an existing park and ride location
 Desirable topography
Cons
 One parcel is privately owned
 Not located within close proximity of an existing
transit service
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Location 6 (Figures 82 – 84)
This is the only location that includes only one parcel, which would make assembling
the property easier than any of the other locations. This however, is not a factor in the
rating system, but could be considered by those making the final selection. The
parcel is located west of I-95 and north of Route 630. The location is currently zoned
B2 – Urban commercial, and is planned to remain the same in the future land use
plan. The location would more than accommodate the needed parking spaces as a
surface lot with room for expansion. This is the case even when retaining the part of
the property that fronts to Route 630 for potential use as a commercial property. This
means that the property would not have direct access to a primary road. There are
currently no structures located on the property. Based on an analysis of the property
as a future park and ride location, the following pros and cons were developed.

Pros






Within 1/2 Mile of an interstate interchange
Opportunity for future expansion as a surface lot
Not located within a floodplain
No presence of a RPA
Desirable topography

Cons
 Not located on a primary road, but within ½ mile of a
primary road.
 Privately owned
 Not within close proximity to an existing transit route
 Presence of wetlands on less than 25 percent of the
parcel
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Node 7 Recommendations
Based on the scoring used to rank the parcels as potential park and ride locations, the
parcels included with Parcel 29 80 scored the highest (Table 30). There was a second
grouping of parcel locations that fell into the second tier of scoring. Parcel 29 60
scored the lowest. The second scoring tier of parcels all scored high based on the total
number of points available and were all within five points of one another. This
indicates that any of these locations would be suitable to move forward to the Tier 2
analysis, and that local planning and jurisdictional preferences could determine
which one ultimately moves forward. Based on input from Stafford County and the
scoring, it is preferred that Parcels 29 80 and 30 43A move forward to Tier 2. Location
29 80 scored the highest and was the closest to the interchange. Parcel 30 43A
although located slightly further away from the interchange and not located on a
primary road, was close to transit, consisted of all publicly owned properties, and
there are plans to develop portions of the properties as commercial/office along
what will become Old Courthouse Road. This would present an opportunity for
construction of a parking structure that could serve more than one purpose.
Tables 31 and 32 provide costs associated with land acquisition and potential park
and ride facilities. A review of land assessment values finds that “30 43A” is the most
costly property based on recent land values. However, this group of parcels is
currently publicly owned by Stafford County. The recommended parcel, “29 80” has
a combined assessed value of $5,540,200. However, parcel “29 80B” is the current
park and ride lot and is owned by the state. Only parcels “29 80” and “29 60” have
enough land area to accommodate the recommended number of spaces as a surface
lot. This would result in a construction cost of $13,250,000. The other three would
require construction of a structure to get the recommended number of space. Total
costs associated with acquiring the recommended parcels and constructing a 2,650
space park and ride would be approximately $18,790,200 for “29 80” and $45,686,700
for “30 43A”. It should be noted that it is difficult to produce a true cost because of
the combination of land ownership in each of these as well as the potential impact of
the interchange design on parcel boundaries and land area. Similarly, the costs per
acre and space utilize the entire cost of each parcel in the land value regardless of
whether a portion of the parcel is under consideration as a park and ride. It is
difficult to determine what portions of a parcel may become part of the future
roadway geometries because of the preliminary nature of the interchange design.
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Table 30: Ranking of Node 7 - Route 630 Parcels
PARCEL

159

260

361

462

563

6

20

20

25

25

30

20

20

20

30

30

30

20

10

10

5

5

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

2

2

2

2

4

4

Wetlands Presence (4)
Location in Floodplain
(4)
RPA Presence (4)
Desirable Topography
(8)

6

6

3

3

6

3

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

2

2

2

2

2

2

TOTAL

74

72

79

79

88

61

TRANSPORTATION (60)

Proximity/Accessibility
to I-95 Interchanges
and HOT Lanes (30)
Proximity/Accessibility
to Primary Roadways
(30)
Accessibility to Mass
Transit (10)
SIZE AND LAND USE (10)

Public vs. Private
Ownership (2)
Potential for
Consolidation with
Existing Lots (4)
Opportunity for Future
Expansion (4)
ENVIRONMENTAL (20)


59 Parcel ID 30 43A includes the following parcels: 30 43A, 30 43B, 30 43C, 30 43D, 30 43E, 30 43F, 30 43G, 30 50, and

30 53.
60 Parcel ID 30 54 includes the following parcels: 30 54, 30 54A, 39 1, and 39 4A.
61 Parcel ID 29 92A includes the following parcels: 29 92A, 29 92B, 29 93C, 29 93D, 30 53, 30 54, and 30 54A.
62 Parcel ID 29 ROW includes the following parcels: 29 ROW, 29 92B, 29 93A, 29 93C, 29 93D, and 30 54A.
63 Parcel ID 29 80 includes the following parcels: 29 80 and 29 80B.
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Parcel

Table 31: Estimated Costs Associated with Park and Rides at Node 7 Parcels
Potential
Number of
Assessed
Spaces
Construction
Construction
Property
Surface and
Cost
Cost
Total Cost
64
65
66
67
Value
(Structured)
(Surface)
(Structure)
(Surface)

Total Cost
(Structure)

1

$ 5,936,700

1,574
(2,650)

$ 7,870,000

$ 39,750,000

$ 13,806,700

$ 45,686,700

2

$ 3,755,000

1,795
(2,650)

$ 8,975,000

$ 39,750,000

$ 12,730,000

$ 43,505,000

3

$ 5,581,400

1,520
(2,650)

$ 7,600,000

$ 39,750,000

$ 13,181,400

$ 45,331,400

4

$ 2,560,45668

2,392
(2,650)

$ 11,960,000

$ 39,750,000

$ 14,520,456

$ 42,310,456

5

$ 5,540,200

3,593
(2,650)

$ 13,250,000

$ 39,750,000

$ 18,790,200

$ 45,290,200

6

$ 4,790,000

3,941
(2,650)

$ 13,250,000

$ 39,750,000

$ 18,040,000

$ 44,540,000


64 Assessed property values have been gathered from the Stafford County online real estate information database

http://staffordvapropertymax.governmaxa.com/propertymax/.
65 Estimated number of surface spaces based on each parcel’s total land area multiplied by a figure of 100 spaces per

acre. The estimated number of structured spaces is computed using the maximum height allowed for a structure in
the jurisdiction’s zoning code for each parcel and an assumption of 12 feet per parking structure floor height is used to
obtain a maximum number of allowable floors. The figure is either the maximum allowed parking using a structure
conforming to zoning code or the 500 spaces recommended for this node.
66 Construction cost uses the potential number of spaces times a per space construction cost of $5000 unless the

potential number of spaces was greater than the number of spaces desired for each node.
67 Construction cost uses the potential number of spaces times a per space construction cost of $15,000.
68 Land values for parcel “29 ROW” computed using an average cost per acre of surrounding parcels.
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Table 32: Comparative Cost Analysis of Node 7 Parcels
Assessed
Cost per
Cost per
Land Value
Space
Space
69
70
Parcel
per Acre
(Surface)
(Structure)71
1

$ 376,981

$ 8,772

$ 17,240

2

$ 209,146

$ 7,092

$ 16,417

3

$ 367,149

$ 8,672

$ 17,106

4

$ 107,002

$ 6,070

$ 15,966

5

$ 154,169

$ 5,230

$ 17,091

6

$ 121,534

$ 4,578

$ 16,808


69 Assessed land value per acre includes the entire area of all the parcels under consideration, not just the area that

would be considered for a park and ride based on future road geometries.
70 Cost per Space (Surface) figure is calculated using the Total Cost (Surface) divided by the recommended number of

spaces if the parcel can accommodate that number or more. If the parcel cannot accommodate that number of space
then the total cost is divided by the estimated number of spaces that are allowed based on size requirements.
71 Cost per Space (Structure) is calculated using the Total Cost (Structure) divided by the recommended number of

spaces for each node.
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